Towards the Sustainable HUMAN Development Goals in Post-2015:

WHAT IS MY ACTION PLAN?

Have you asked this question to yourself?

This project offers a specific mechanism along with multi-facet web and physical platforms in order to promote doable/action based ideas, bring those onto global surface from every corner of the world, connect, share, create an opportunity to develop global partnerships for implementable ideas/projects/plans towards solution based on a defined specific problem or chronic issue for the sustainable human development and improvement quality of lives in all levels as well as environmental sustainability in the Post-2015.

Launching schedule of the project:
During the 65th Annual DPI/NGO Conference
United Nations, NYC (Aug. 27-29, 2014)
First stage deadline for Submission:
Monday, October 20, 2014
Via email to: MYACTION@LIGHTMILLENIUM.ORG

Tentatively, the first stage publishing deadline:
Third or Fourth week of November 2014

For the full text of the project, please visit The Light Millennium’s website at: http://www.lightmillennium.org
For your questions or inquiry, please e-mail us to: MYACTION@lightmillennium.Org